
20090701 – Coyotes, Bobcats and Killer Whales  
 

 

Tuesday – starts off grey and misty in San Francisco. We’re 
off up highway 101 to Santa Rosa, 
it’s only about 50 miles but we 
have to drive across San Francisco 
– more about that later – and then 
go over the Golden Gate Bridge. 
The fog and mist are still hanging 

over the bay, a common feature of SF especially in the summer 
months. 

Once over the bridge we call in at 
Sausalito, a small town on the bay, 
allegedly like a Mediterranean 
village. Very quaint but not very Mediterranean like. Then 
it’s off to the Marin headlands and a walk around the wild 
life reserve, it’s very famous for its birds – feathered kind 
that is (it’s a 1960’s thing). They have a quaint visitors info 
centre in an old church. It has lots of displays, helpful and 
informative park rangers and more importantly coffee. The 

walk takes us around a tide water lake which is supposedly teaming with wild birds – 
perhaps they were waiting for the sun to come out! Unfortunately this is no Martin 
Mere, but at least we did get to see a brown pelican and white egret, but without our 
Eye Spy Bird book we’re pretty useless at identifying them.   Apparently the lake is 
teaming with Tidewater Goby’s, which we used to keep when we had an aquarium – 
now isn’t that interesting!  

Then we go visit an old nuclear missile site that has been turned into a marine wildlife 
sanctuary – RSPCA for seals. You get to wander round, see the rescued animals and on 
a good day get to see them performing autopsies – Wendy was gutted that she didn’t 
get to see the blood and gore.  

Then it’s back to Highway 101 and up to Santa Rosa. Amazing only 2 miles North of the 
bridge and the grey skies and bay fog just disappears to reveal clear blue skies. 

After checking in at the Hotel we drive out to 
Bodega and Bodega Bay to watch the fishing 
boats come in with their daily catch – more 
fiction from the local tourist board - and do a bit 
of Whale watching from the Headland. Now for 
the older members of our audience you’re 
probably thinking I’ve heard of that place 
before. Well today’s little quiz is “what is Bodega 
and Bodega Bay famous for”? The picture may 
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20090702 – A Global Pandemic   
 

 

Thursday – starts of grey and cloudy but by 10:00 we’re into clear blue skies. Set off to 
tour wine country, down Sonoma valley then across to Napa valley for a circular tour. 
Whilst the Sonoma valley is very picturesque, Napa valley is absolutely stunning. The 
vineyards are so much more grand and elegant than most of the French vineyards. 
Wine tasting at everyone, but unlike in France you mostly have to pay. The Sterling 
vineyard for instance even has a gondola up to the tasting rooms. It’s just unbelievable 
here, one of the nicest places we’ve been to. The road over the hills from Sonoma to 
Napa valley is a fantastic tree covered switchback ride, worse than any mountain pass, 
but well worth the effort. 

One tip though if you’re thinking of visiting, don’t visit on a Thursday. Why? Thursday is 
bin day and the wheelie bins are out in force. It’s truly a global pandemic, wheelie bins 
are getting everywhere in the world – Belthorn, France, Cyprus, Spain and now the US. 
Multi-coloured, multi-sized, they just breed and multiply. No doubt there’s a wheelie bin 
museum somewhere. 

Wendy has now come up with a whole new theory on navigation. Forget GPS, forget 
maps, forget compass. It’s just simple go with the majority. Just go in the direction that 
has the most traffic! Stunning eh! 

On our tour we visit Colistaga a quaint little 
market town with covered side-walks and Napa a 
modern little town with a ”historic down town”. 
Fortunately the word “historic” has no EC or 
International standard applied to it so the burger 
masters of Napa can get away with that 
appellation. Even so it’s a lovely little town. I 
achieve my 5 a day target with a great fruit 
smoothie, just what you need when the 
temperatures in the mid 80’s.  

But the crowning glory of the paradise that’s the two wine valleys has to be Sonoma. It 
actually has some real history – well at least in American terms – stemming back to the 
early 1800’s. It’s built around a central square that’s a green park complete with town 
hall; surrounded with an old barracks, a church mission, quaint shops, coffee shops, old 
style hotel and an old picture house. Just so relaxing and picturesque and despite it 
being quite small you could easily spend all day here. Of course parking is free. In fact 
it’s so like Blackburn I think I’ll be getting onto Blackburn council to consider twinning 
with it. Yet another great day, but one that really reminds you of what a hell hole 
Blackburn is.    



 
Then it’s a short drive up to our hotel in Arcata. Being on the coast it’s cloudy and 
the temperature is only 60. It’s that dam San Francisco sea fog again. Go a mile 
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20090703 – Tree Hugging 
 

 

Friday – Clear blue sky and we’re off up North to Arcata in Humbolt county. 

We drive up the famous costal highway 1 for a good part of the way – reckoned to be 
the most dangerous highway in the US. Probably all the stunning coastal views cause 
drivers to be distracted. We witness a two car pile up when two cars coming in the 
opposite direction to us smash into one another. Fortunately they both swerve off to 
the right, otherwise they would have swerved straight into our path and the kids would 
have been dusting off our will – a lucky escape. They certainly made a mess of one 
another.  

Stop off for coffee at a quaint little one street town called Mendocino. There’s enough 
gift and arty shops to last a life time.  

It’s then some very picturesque motoring up 
Freeway 101 before we turn off down the 
“Avenue of the Giants”. This is a 40 mile 
drive through a Giant Redwood forest. 
Temperature up here is 95. It is yet again 
stunning scenery and we stop off for a 
lavish picnic amongst the giant trees. They 
grow to about 360 feet tall, 20 feet in 
diameter and can be some 2,000 years old. 
A walk in the forest gives off an eerie and 
yet tranquil silence. These trees are truly 
awesome.  

All the signs seem obsessed with poison oak. We’ve no 
idea what it looks like but fortunately a forest ranger is on 
hand. I don’t think they can believe that someone doesn’t 
know what it looks like, but they have some growing 
nearby just in case a British Tourist comes along. 
Apparently it’s the same as poison ivy; it doesn’t sting 
immediately but later on the skin blisters and you may 
need to visit the ER – yes we’re getting into the language 
now. 

Anyway back to the trees, unfortunately none of the 
photos really do them justice as you can’t get far enough 
back to get them all in.  



inland and it’s clear blue sky. Why can’t Lancashire be like that, fog and clouds in 
Southport and clear blue sky in Belthorn! 
Answer to yesterdays question is: “Agoston Haraszthy” a name that I’m sure was on 
the tip of everyone’s tongue. 
And todays question is: Approximately how many seeds does the Giant Redwood 
produce in a year, is it 100,000,000, 10,000,000, 1,000,000, 100,000, 10,000,1,000, 
100, 10 or 1.  Bear in mind that even though their roots intertwine underground 
there’s no sex! 
Today I start with my “Only In The USA” section of all those endearing and annoying 
aspects of the USA.  
Only In The USA 
Marketing abuse – when you see a sign saying “Santa Rosa Town Center” then you’d 
expect it to lead to the town centre, just like a sign for Marie or Hotel de Ville in 
France. Wrong, some smart arsed marketer has just arranged for the shopping mall 
to be called “Santa Rosa Town Center”. 
Bigger and better motor homes – yes they’re so dam big and they even tow a car. 
Not a  little car I might add. Today one was towing a Humvee! 
Free wifi – nearly all hotels and a lot of cafes have free wifi. It’s just so dammed 
civilized. It can’t be long before more towns take Philadelphia’s lead and wire up the 
whole town. I’m sure that Blackburn will be keen to take the initiative in the UK – 
perhaps then we’ll get a Starbucks!  
 
20090704 – Independence Day 
 

 

Saturday – in true Arcata form the day starts 
off grey with sea fog. But never mind it’s 
Independence day and everyone is out to 
enjoy. God knows why we ever allowed this 
country to slip away. I think we should take it 
back. 
 We start off with a visit to Arcata celebrations 
which consists of a party in the park type 
arrangement around the town square. There 
are different bands on every hour from 10:00 
to 22:00. Plus in true money making style, 

around the square are stalls selling everything from hand thrown pottery to 
shredded pork butties – well they don’t call them that. Then in the afternoon there is 
a baseball game followed by free fireworks as soon as it gets dark. 



 After Arcata we drive down to Eureka which has similar celebrations except the 
stalls are down main street with fireworks in the evening. There are some truly 
weird sites. Never mind shirt pocket cameras, how about shirt pocket dogs, 

complete with sun goggles. Dogs in haversack are two a penny around here. Then 
there’s a team of belly dancers – bellies being the operative word.  
In the evening we drive to the Samoa Cookhouse. It’s an old lumber jack camps 
cookhouse we’re they serve very basic food, set menu, on  oil cloth covered trestle 
tables, a bit like school meals. Full five course meal, as much as you can eat. They 
keep coming back to offer you more and more and more, and still the blobbies eat 
up lashings of bread and butter with jam. It’s a disgusting feat of human endurance 
to watch, and amazingly they manage to waddle out without the need of a gurney. 
Quite an experience and the food is pretty good. 
Meanwhile the media are still obsessed with all the minor details of Michael Jackson 
life complete with reruns of any video he ever made. I can hardly wait for tonight’s 
installment when to celebrate July 4th they’ll probably reveal the contents of his 
fridge! 

Answer to yesterdays question is: 10,000,000 seeds per year. Good job hardly any 
of them grow up or else there’d be no room left over here. 

Today’s question is: “When was the American declaration of independence signed?”. 

Only In The USA 
Tsunami Hazard Zone – now if you were of a nervous disposition you wouldn’t stop 
in a Tsunami hazard zone. How do we know it’s THZ well you just can’t miss the 



number of signs on the highways. They even quite kindly advise you when you are 
leaving a THZ. Now bear in mind that the last Tsunami was 300 years ago and 
although there is a 10% chance of one in the next 50 years it does seem a tad 
excessive. But they were all good boy scouts and like to “be prepared”. 
Antiseptic With An Ice Cream Topping – very popular on Independence Day. Also 
known as Root Beer Floats, just in case you’re ever tempted , take my advice, don’t 
bother. They taste disgusting, I’m sure it’s some American trick to stop kids ever 
mythering  again for a drink. 
Spell Checker – today’s most useless discovery revolves around Microsoft’s reverence 
for Independence day. Unbelievable but the spell checker in Office gets upset if the 
d in day is not a capital D. It doesn’t give a dam about the d in Christmas day or any 
other day, but don’t you dare treat the capitalization of this important day with 
disdain – what nerdy programmer dreamed that up!  
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20090705 – Oregon Coast 
 

 

Sunday – grey, sea fog day, as is traditional in Arcata. We set off up the west coast to 
Oregon. Interesting drive along the coast with some great 
beaches. 

Drive about 200 miles to arrive in Coos bay / North Bend. Not 
the most exciting of places but ideal breakpoint in our drive 
North. It does have a casino run by some unpronounceable 
Indian tribe, which probably means they don’t sell firewater.  

I know it’s not politically correct but how can Indian reservations run a casino without a 
liquor license? We give staying at the casino hotel a miss. Instead we stop at yet 
another Comfort Inn which provides a comfortable suite but breakfast is yet again 
dissapointing. 

Meanwhile Jackson fever continues. Lets hope that once they bury him the media can 
get back to it' 

Answer to  yesterdays question is: July 4 1776. Not really a trick question but the 
resolution for independence was actually voted on and passed on the 2nd July, just took 
them a long while to sign the declaration. 

Today’s question is: “What is the significance of odd and even numbered highways?”. 

Only In The USA 

Do Not Pass – these signs appear frequently and whilst I appreciate that what they 
really mean is “No Overtaking” but the child in me just wants to stop the car and sit 
there until the Sheriff comes along to remove me. Why do they come up with such 
abuse of the language we gave them. 

Pedestrians Rule – no matter where they are pedestrians rule. Not just on zebra 
crossing or crosswalks but even jay walkers are given priority.  

 

 



20090706 – More Oregon Coast 
 

 

Monday – another cloudy day but at least we seem to 
have lost the sea fog. It’s a 240 mile drive up to Astoria, 
on the way we pass the house where we’ll be staying 
next week as well as lots of quaint little seaside towns 
and picturesque beaches with weird shaped rocks in the 
sea. But Highway 101 is single lane up here and we 
average 35 miles an hour so it takes some 7 hours.  

Stop off in Warrendon, just south of Astoria, at a Shilo Inn. Not stayed in these before 
but for $69 we get a suite, complete with settee (couch) and basic cooking facilities. 
Real good value and excellent quality, we’ll look out for these in future. Nip into Astoria 
in the evening but it really is nothing to blog about, but at least they do have a 
roundabout, the first one we’ve seen on this coast. But there are no leaflets advising 
them how to use it. 

Now we have a difficult decision ahead of us. Do we change our plans and dash down 
to LA for Michael Jackson’s funeral or go into the forest and watch a giant redwood 
grow? Tough call, but I guess the redwood wins! Hurry up and bury him so that the 
media can get back to reporting random trivia, rather than all this drivel.  

Answer to  yesterdays question is: Odd numbered highways denote a North South route 
and even numbered denote an East West route. 

Today’s question is: “What is the biggest river in Oregon?”. 

Only In The USA 

Pumpin Gas – yes they still have petrol station where they fill it up for you and 
automatically clean your windows. Even if you have to fill up yourself their pumps have 
that sensible clip / ratchet on them that allows you to leave it running, whilst you have 
a coffee, and of course it auto cuts off. 

Bicycles on Bridge / Tunnel – yes they have flashing lights to warn you. Cyclist has a 
button they push before going on bridge / tunnel. Neat eh. 
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20090707 - Washington 
 

 

Tuesday – cloudy day but what can you expect we’re 
off to Everett, just outside Seattle – rain capital of the 
US. It’s 200 miles but mainly on 5 lane freeways so it 
doesn’t take all day. 

The Hotel here is really nice and our suite even has a 
separate sitting room. In the afternoon we have a 
drive to downtown Everett. Nothing much here really 
apart from the Boeing factory, but there’s a tour 
around the factory which looks interesting and 

hopefully we’ll have time to go around it whilst we’re here. 

We did call in at the main transit centre to see if we can get a train / bus into Seattle. 
Directions and signs there are totally misleading. When we finally find the info centre 
there’s one of those classic signs “Back In 20 Minutes”. Fortunately just as I’m walking 
away, spitting feathers, the errant employee turns up. Of course I have to ask her why 
not put the time you’re coming back – that’s information. No she can’t comprehend this. 
They – assumedly that’s management, even more worrying – have given her the back 
in 20 minute sign. When we suggest writing a note of the time she’s dumbstruck. You 
do wonder about their intelligence! 

Meanwhile the media are now feeding on the Michael Jackson funeral. Amazing the 
average profile of all these mourners. Mainly seem to be women who you would think 
were old enough and wise enough not to behave like dumb struck teenagers. A minor 
item on the news was Obamas visit to Moscow, as soon as that came on Wendy turned 
over to another news channel – worrying! 

Answer to yesterdays question is: Columbia river. 

Today’s question is: “What famous aero planes are manufactured in Seattle and 
Everett?”. 

Only In The USA 

Turn Right on Red – a bit un-nerving at first but once you get over being honked at 
from behind you get used to it. In fact it makes a lot of sense. However not 
recommended in the UK. 

Diagonal Parking Lots – yes they have massive cars; yes they have massive car parks; 
yes they have plenty of room but they still take the trouble to have the parking slots on 
a diagonal so it’s even easier to get in. Now in the poxy UK car parks, where we could 
really do with diagonal slots, no one seems to bother. 



Wednesday – dry but cloudy – what do you expect for Seattle. 

Well I’ve certainly found a cure for “sleepless in Seattle”. A bottle of Pinot Noir, not 
only is it a fantastic grape, but it can even anesthetize you to the MichaelJ drivel. 

We’re off down to Seattle, it’s about 18 miles 
away. Rather than drive in we drive down to the 
local park and ride station where we pick up an 
express bus into Seattle. Just 30 minutes down 
the freeway in the bus / car pool lane, pass all 
the traffic and it’s only $2.50 each return. 
Fantastic value and a sure fired way of reducing 
congestion. 

We wander around Seattle for about 5 hours, 
exploring on foot the various areas. Regrettably 

I have to say that the Pike Place Market is the most fascinating and lively. Like up a 
supped up bubble factory. Throw a few wild salmon around and it’s sure to draw in 
the crowds. I make a pilgrimage to visit the original Starbucks coffee shop 
(established 1971), but it’s so small that there is no seating so regrettably I pass on 
a coffee, but  judging by the number of people in there you’d think they were giving 
it away.   

Mind you, you can’t go 20 yards in this town 
without coming across a Starbucks. 

For a snack we try a Piroshki, some Russian pastry, 
very tasty. 

Whilst we’re here I’d love to go and give Bill a piece 
of my mind, after all these years of putting up with 
his crap software. Sadly there’s no Microsoft factory 
tour – us nerds like our fix. Just imagine the sweat 
shops, massive factories full of programmers glued to their PC’s on row upon row of 
workbenches. Having visited a Microsoft Campus it’s not a bit like that at all. 

Although the sun doesn’t quite make it at least it doesn’t rain. 

Then to spoil the day we have to visit the supermarket to pick up our dinner. Yes it’s 
another supermarket. Before you know it an hour’s gone by wandering the isles and 
the trolleys that full it’s just uncontrollable. I've lost the will to live, get me out of 
here. 
 
At last they’ve buried him but still the drivel continues and now they can’t find the 
coffin! They’re interviewing his plastic surgeon who’s revealing all the gory details – 
whatever happened to confidentiality or doesn’t it matter when you’re dead.  

Answer to yesterdays question is: Boeing. 



Today’s question is: “We all know that Bill Gates was a founder of Microsoft but who 
was his co-founder of Microsoft?”. 

Only In The USA 

Free Training – unbelievable but on the bus they are advertising a free program to 
learn basic skills needed to ride the transit buses. Now I know that they’re not the 
brightest of nations, but come on! 

The Malls and WiFi – yes I know I hate the 
supermarkets but I have t say they do try their best to 
reduce the pain. Most have free WiFi and a coffee shop 
/ sitting area for those  of us who just don’t want to 
become trolley charioteers. The malls even go one step 
further and provide really comfortable leather settees – 
sorry couches – and free WiFi. At least if you can’t 
avoid going then it’s a good second best. 

The Blobbies – given the choice of foods in the supermarkets and cafes it’s no 
wonder that they have a 31%, and rapidly rising, obesity rate. They’re waddling 
around everywhere, some so fat they even need an electric wheelchair to get 
around. Amazingly you usually get the “family obese”, every one in the family is 
obese and is permanently stuffing themselves. It’s enough to put you off eating for 
life. Perhaps this photograph epitomizes it all.  

Extreme Coffee – whilst in the coffee capital of the world let’s just comment on 
coffee in the USA. In the main it seems to be insipid dishwater, with the only 
similarities to real coffee being that it is brown and hot. But then if you venture into 
the world of Starbucks, and their ilk, you experience the other extreme, coffee so 
strong that it takes your head off and will probably give you a severe dose of 
insomnia for two weeks. There seems to be no happy medium. 
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20090709 – Dreamliners and Seattle 
 

 

Thursday – can this really be Seattle, the sun is out. 

To start our day we set off to the Boeing plant to do the factory tour, where we 
watch 747’s and the new Dreamliner being assembled in the worlds largest building. 
This building is so big that you could fit the Magic Kingdom in it and still have room 
to spare. It’s a two hour tour and is all a very impressive display of mans ingenuity, 
it’s just awesome to see a production line building planes, even if it does only move 
at 1.5 inches a minute. A really good tour and of course there is a merchandising 



opportunity at the end. Amazingly there did not 
seem to be much furious activity. Most were 
working on PC’s and laptops. One item of 
concern for us flyers though is the 4 employees 
who were asleep with their feet on the desk – 
just ponder what they should have been doing 
next time you’re getting ready for take-off. 
Unfortunately there’s no cameras allowed so no 
pictures. 

Then in the afternoon we catch the express bus 
down to Seattle. Riding the bus today is a big Negro woman with attitude.   

How do I know she had attitude? Well it's a calculated guess as her right arm was 
tattooed with the word Fuck. I was too timid to ask her what was on her left arm 
but the mind boggles. 

We have a monorail ride down to 
Seattle Centre – big park created for 
the World’s Fair. We give the fun fair a 
miss but the Space Needle is a must, at 
least for me. Wendy does not fancy the 
external glass lifts. There’s a great view 
from the top but a tad expensive at 
$16. Then like two kids we go round the 
science museum, with loads of hands 
on activities. I manage to have a ride 
on the high wire bike – see picture - 
without having a brown stain down my 
trouser leg – but I was shaking like a 
wobbly jelly. 

Finally we get back to Everett where there is a free music in the park down at the 
marina, all very relaxing after a really hectic day.  

Answer to yesterdays question is: Paul Allen co-founded Microsoft with Bill Gates. 

Today’s question is: “Why are most commercial aero-planes painted white?”. 

Only In The USA 
Navigation – finding your way around is made so much easier by some simple but 
effective measures. Firstly exit numbers on the Freeways correspond to the mileage 
distance for a known point. Easy to follow and what’s more gives you an easy 
measure of how far it is to your turn off. Then in towns they have streets numbered 
and cross streets named. While some totally unimaginative towns, like Eureka, have 
cross streets lettered. All makes finding your way around so easy. 



Tax - I know I've probably ranted about this before but it probably is the most 
inanely stupid aspect of this country. Why, oh why don't you quote the price 
including tax? Instead I have to carry my slide rule with me everywhere in order to 
guess how much it will cost after tax. 

Blobbies – today we’ve seen the ultimate in security guards. The blobby guard, all he 
can do is waddle around the supermarket. He wouldn’t even be able to waddle fast 
enough to catch a geriatric thief, complete with Zimmer frame. Mind you I bet junk 
and fatty food takings have taken a nose dive since they employed him – what a 
deterrent effect he must have. Meanwhile on TV they’re featuring a programme 
about a 650 pound virgin, he’s that fat he couldn’t get off the settee never mind 
have sex! 
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Yesterday we had a lazy drive down from Seattle to Portland. Great weather all the 
way – typical when you’re in the car – and freeway all the way. Arrive at our next 
Hotel mid-afternoon. Great suite complete with settee and wet bar. 

Saturday we take it easy and set off mid morning to explore Portland. 

Take the tram in, it’s just outside our Hotel, $4.75 
gives us free travel into Portland and all around for the 
day. 

Start off with the Saturday market in the Old Town, 
actually in true make a buck fashion it runs all day 
Saturday and Sunday. Have a short stroll around the 
old town, not really all that old and disappointingly it’s 
a bit seedy. 

Then catch the tram down to pioneer square and do a 
grand walking tour all around Downtown Portland. 
Where do I start it’s just such an amazing and relaxing 
city. Tree lined boulevards; more concert halls and 
theatres than you can shake a stick at; fantastic parks 
and waterfront parks; yet more farmers markets. All 
public transport in the city is free, very light traffic. We 
visit the Keller fountain outside the concert hall / 
opera house, the photos just do not do it justice. 
Along the waterfront they have fountains and the world smallest park – all 425 
square inches of it. The building and skyline are impressive and then we visit the 
shopping Mall, fountains; airy atrium; large isles; plenty of seating; clean and 
pleasant and an Apple store to relieve the boredom whilst Wendy browses arouhnd. 



Then the highlight is Pioneer Square, a large open square like an amphitheatre. Lots 
of free entertainment; free wifi; mid-day concerts and even films on a giant screen 
some nights. Starbucks, chess players and people just relaxing and enjoying the day. 
This City has to be the nicest we’ve ever visited in America, just so clean, relaxing 
and open – just like Blackburn!!!!  

This is my second time here. First time was on 
business when I only got to see a fraction of it, but 
the second trip lived up to and exceeded 
expectations. 

After a great 6 hours strolling around and exploring 
we set off back on the tram for a well earned rest, a 
steak and chicken teriyaki take away and for me an 
excellent bottle of American Merlot.  

Answer to yesterdays question is: White paint on a Boeing 747 weighs 300 pounds 
whilst red or black paint weighs 800 pounds. 

Today’s question is: “Who discovered and pioneered the Oregon trail?”. 

Only In The USA 

Respect – nearly all the youngsters (excepting scumboarders of course) are always 
very polite and respectful. Please, thank you, pardon me sir / mam are the norm.  

Friendly – of course most Americans are so friendly. Mind you after France even a 
psychopathic serial killer seems friendly. And for some reason they all seem to love 
our accents. 
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Sunday (12/7/9) – we’re in Portland still and it’s forecast rain for the day so we have 
a well deserved lazy morning after all our fervent sight-seeing and then after lunch 
drive down to the Oregon Museum of Science and Industry. 
It’s a great museum with loads of hands-on activities. Even us oldies can get our 
hands dirty. They have a CSI crime scene exhibit where you get to solve a crime 
scene. A really great way to find out about some of the technology involved – 
fantastic – us kids learned a lot. We’ve never watched CSI but I suppose we’ll have 
to start watching it now. 
A very wet afternoon but it’s the first time we’ve had rain so I suppose we can’t 
grumble – but we will – what can you expect, we’re really starting to understand 
that Oregon and Washington weather is similar to North West England. 



 Monday 
(13/7/9) 
– a long 
day 
planned 
as we’re 
off down 
the 
Columbia 

River Gorge. It’s only about 70 miles but 
there are so many things to see and do. 
We start off by driving down I84 to 
Dalles – the views from the Interstate 
are stunning. Stop there for coffee but 
the town has very little to offer and is somewhat run down. Then we set off back 
along the old road which is higher up from the interstate and has many viewpoints, 
they are breathtaking. We stop for lunch at Hood River and sit on the banks of the  
Columbia River eating a sumptuous feast of cherries, watching the wind and kite 
surfing. Then drive down to Cascade Locks and “The Bridge of the Gods”, apparently 
it was full of Indian folk lore but fell down thousands of years ago – typical American 
hype, no real history so lets hype up something that may have existed. Then we call 
in at the Bonneville Dam visitors centre, it’s fascinating, free and it’s just a pity we 
didn’t arrive earlier as I could have done a tour of Hydro Generators – I know all 
very nerdy. Anyway we watch a video on the Lewis and Clark mission; explore the 
exhibits and view, via the underwater viewing windows, the salmon and other fish 
swimming up the fish ladder – it seems a lot of hard work just to have sex! Someone 
even has a full time job counting how many of each type of fish pass each day – yet 
more US job creation, helps keep the unemployment down to 12%. 
Then we pick up the old road again and visit the Multnomah Falls, spectacular. But 
this road has lots of different waterfalls along its 20 mile stretch – the highest 
density in the US (more useless information). On top of this there are more stunning 
views of the gorge, especially from Vista Point. 
We finally get back at 19:00 after a 9 hour sightseeing tour, but we could really have 
done with longer. What an awesome day. 
Tuesday (14/7/9) – a rather laid back day planned. Catch the tram down to 
Washington park which has a zoo, rose garden and a Japanese garden. We pass on 
the zoo (queues too long); we’re not yet old enough for the rose garden; but no way 
can I miss the Japanese garden. It’s massive with many different areas and themes, 
not all rock and stones, there are even real waterfalls and ponds. At every turn there 
are new vistas opening up. Photo on the right shows a raked garden. As I’m sure 
you’ve already guessed the grassy areas represent a sake bottle being poured into a 
glass.  



Then we catch the tram back into 
downtown Portland and I finish the day in 
Pioneer Square sat in the sun with a 
Starbucks coffee; free wifi and my ever 
faithful iphone; just enjoying the 
ambiance of the place while Wendy goes 
fridge magnet shopping. We missed a free 
lunchtime concert, they have them every 
Tuesday and Friday. 
 This is truly the best city we’ve ever 
visited in the US, just a pity that the 
weather can be so grey – too much like 
England in that respect.  

Answer to the previous question is: Lewis and Clerk discovered and pioneered the 
Oregon trail. 

Today’s question is: “The Dalles on the Columbia river is home to what World 
famous Internet and software company?”. 

Only In The USA 

Hostess / Meeters and Greeters – for some reason nearly all restaurants / cafes / 
diners have these hostess / meter greeters, from here on in they will be called 
wasters. You arrive, the place is virtually empty and over in the far corner chatting 
to her mates about last nights sexual exploiters is the waster. Finally she saunters 
over and asks the two of you for “how many”. Then if the place is 90% empty she 
takes you over to the table and tells you the name of the waitress she was chatting 
to – who will of course be with you shortly. If the place is over 10% full then she 
puts your name on a waiting list, tells you it’ll be about 30 minutes before a table is 
ready and she’ll call you - just a power trip. Now if these wasters didn’t exist what 
would be the impact; you’d walk in and sit yourself down at a table of your choice; 
you wouldn’t walk out because the waster takes too long; the place would save a 
salary; everyone would save time. Then of course they try and maximize table 
utilization and in the process minimize customers, this is a real killer. You arrive the 
place is full of tables ready set for 4 or more and there all empty, but there are two 
tables set for two and they are full. Heaven forbid she should waste a table for 4 on 
us two, no she puts you on a waiting list, about 30 minutes – followed by a few 
choice words from me and a swift exit.  
In case you think I’ve been a tad sexist in the above – not at all like me – I have 
never encountered a male waster, they’re all female and usually the best piece of 
eye candy in the place. 
 

This post was published to Tony &amp; Wendy's Travel Blog at 17:48:21 16/07/2009 

20090715 – Sea Fog 
 

 



Wednesday – a fantastically hot blue sky day. 
We’re off to our house on the coast. On the 
way we stop off at the Oregon Trails End 
Visitors centre in Oregon City. The exhibits are 
a bit weak but there are 4-5 fascinating 
presentations on the Oregon trail and life back 
then. All told by actors in period dress. There’s 
also a free downtown trolley ride around 
Oregon City but after a hasty fruit lunch – yet 
more cherries – we have to set off to 
Waldport. In case you’re confused about the 

two pictures the one on the left is of Wendy just off on a prairie schooner for the 
200 mile trip to the nearest supermarket, while on the right she’s just washing her 
smalls with the latest in 1810 washing machines – scrub a dub dub that make her 
appreciate her washing machine.  
The weather’s been sweltering, 87 degrees, clear blue skies all day until we get to 
within a mile of our house on the beach. Then we encounter that bloody sea fog and 
the temperature is down to 65 degrees. Drive back just a mile inland and it’s clear 
blue sky – how bloody depressing. Fortunately the house is just great. It has two 
bedrooms; very well equipped; stunning views – if the fog ever lifts; internet access 
of course; massive windows in the lounge overlooking the sea; desk in the master  
bedroom with another panoramic sea view, laptop fits on it just great; pine paneled 
rooms; deck – so we can sun bathe and barbeque in the fog. 
Now as the sea fog seems to be the most 
annoying aspect of this place I thought I’d 
improve my physics and share it with you. 
Sea fog forms when a parcel of warm air 
passes over the cold Sea – in this case the 
Pacific which has just flowed down from Alaska 
and is hence very cold. 
The warm air at the bottom of the parcel is 
cooled by the cold air below, until it can no 
longer hold the moisture that was previously 
contained within. Therefore, it releases some 
of the moisture in the form of liquid water through condensation. Add an onshore 
component like a wind of 5-20 mph, and the cooling in the bottom of the warm 
parcel of air is spread upwards and generates a fog; sea fog. Which depending upon 
direction and speed can spread further inland. 
A number of factors determine the location and extent of sea fog and whether it will 
disperse quickly or linger throughout the day. For instance, if the land is warm when 
the fog rolls in from the sea, it will readily disperse. This is due to a smaller 
temperature difference between the surface of the earth and the bottom of the 
parcel of air.  
During the night, when temperatures on land drop, the sea fog can penetrate a long 
way inland and linger till the next morning. Should there be a blanket of fog greeting 
you in the morning, then sunshine is needed to burn it back to the coast. But if the 



sea fog is very thick, sunshine is unlikely to burn through it. And if the wind is 
blowing steadily in from the sea, any sea fog that is dispersed will be quickly 
replaced with a fresh batch.  
So all in all, sea fog is usually an unwelcome guest. The length of its stay is 
determined by wind speed and direction, sea temperatures and humidity levels in 
the bottom few thousand feet of the atmosphere. All of which makes forecasting its 
dispersal complex. 

Answer to yesterdays question is: The Dalles on the Columbia River is home to 
Google – any self respecting nerd should know this. 

Today’s question is: “The welcome book in our house give us some serious advice 
about a certain animal in the area, namely; keep the bins in the garage; if there’s 
fish or meat in the bin move it to the back of the garage; be alert if you go out late 
at night; keep a close eye on children and small pets; if you encounter one don’t 
look it in the eye or stare – it’s rude; if all else fails don’t turn your back on it or run, 
make yourself as large as possible – we’re all going around with an inflatable 
emergency Michelin blow up man. What animal are they warning us about?”. 

Only In The USA 

Supermarket layout – an unfortunate daily aspect of our life on the road so far is the 
daily visit to the supermarket – yes I’m now an authority. Fortunately the one good 
thing about US supermarkets is they all seem to have a de-facto standard for layout 
so you don’t have to wander around locating things. It almost makes me want to 
take up a trolley and browse down the isles reading labels and sell by dates – just 
like a trip to a good bookshop! 
This post was published to Tony &amp; Wendy's Travel Blog at 02:29:28 19/07/2009 

20090717 – No Fog In The Garden 
 

 

Yesterday (Thursday) we awoke to a sunny day with 
the dreaded sea mist rolling in and out on the ocean, 
fortunately it refused to come as far as our garden, 
so at times we could see right out to sea – still didn’t 
see any whales though; at other times we couldn’t 
even see the beach; but the good news is that the 
sun was out in our garden. The effect of this sea fog 
and temperature is amazing. We walked just 100 
yards further inland when we went to Waldport and 
you could feel the temperature rising. 

 
 



Waldport is our local seafront town. It’s a right little 
sleepy hollow, all very pristine and quaint. Just one 
supermarket so I don’t know how Wendy will cope. 
 
Anyway we had a really lazy day, explored Waldport 
and then Wendy did her weekly shop at sleepy hollow 
supermarket while I had a coffee and communed with 
my iPhone. 

 
Pictures are of the house, 
garden and sea views. This place is really great. A real 
home from home, it has about everything you can 
possibly think of and is very spacious. I have a desk in 
the master bedroom where I can play on my laptop 
and whale watch at the same time.  
 
 
The place is teaming with 

birds and other wildlife, although so far we’ve not seen 
the black bears, bald eagle, deer, elk or whales (they’re 
in the sea). We have seen loads of birds and we’ve the 
US equivalent of an Eye Spy Oregon Birds. Even seen a 
humming bird, they’re so small, fast and beautiful, their 
wings beat so fast you can’t see them. 
 
 

 
Friday - another sunny day but again temperature is 
only in the mid 60’s. We have a lazy morning and 
then set off to Cape Perpetua where we get a free 
and personalized guided ecology tour through the 
forest with a park ranger – just the two of us to one 
ranger, now there’s service. We then take a walk 
down to the tide pools and visit the devils churn, but 
the sea’s not choppy enough to really be churning. 
After that we have another personalized 

presentation on endangered species. 
The coast here is stunning with spruce forests and white sandy beaches, but the 
sea, so I’m told, is very cold as it’s just flowed down from Alaska. 
We then call in at Yachats – don’t even ask how its pronounced - another sleepy 
little seaside hollow. Fortunately the weather’s kind to us again with sun all day and 
the sea fog keeps itself to the sea. 

Answer to the previous question is: The Black Bear. Oh and by the way if one 
charges at you, don’t worry too much, it may be that he is only trying to intimidate 
you! 

Today’s question is: “What is the fastest bird in the world?”. 



Only In The USA 

The Smile – Yes the smile of perfect teeth is everywhere it’s quite disconcerting at 
times, especially when on a blobby. How do they get them teeth so white? Perhaps 
they paint them with Dulux brilliant white each morning. Then how come they show 
so much teeth, do they have their lips pruned. Other than being a lawyer, the two 
guaranteed highly paid careers must be dentistry and obesity specialist.  
20090718 – What Rodeo! 
 

 

Saturday – another sunny day with sea fog hovering out at sea. Lazy morning yet 
again and then off to Newport to explore the town and visit the Lincoln County Fair 
and Rodeo. Except that the rodeo doesn’t exist despite being advertised. Of course 
when challenged as to why there is no rodeo I just get the apathy answer – see 
Soup Of The Day Blog. 

Instead we visit Newport historic waterfront, not 
really all that historic, but a pleasant stroll. Seems 
to consist mainly of shops selling lots of things that 
no one would really needs but might look nice, but 
that seems to be common to most seaside shops 
worldwide – we really do buy a lot of useless stuff.  

We give the undersea gardens a miss and it’s too 
late in the day to visit the Aquarium and get our 
moneys worth. Instead we visit Oregon State 

University Marine Science Centre, it’s free, and worth every penny. It’s full of 
interactive exhibits, fish tanks and tide pools full of creature you can stroke if you’re 
that way inclined.  

We call in at seal rock, although no evidence of seals, and then browse the beach in 
Waldport (sleepy hollow). 

Sunday yet another clear blue sky day, no sea fog but temperatures only in the 60’s. 
Yet another lazy morning – well it is Sunday after 
all. Still no sign of the bear or whales, but at least 
Wendy, allegedly, saw a bald eagle. 

We’re off touring lighthouses today so we call in at 
Yaquina Bay Lighthouse which is a quaint little 
house at the top of the bay with a light on it. One 
of the most comfortable lighthouses I’ve seen, just 
like a normal home. It’s all been preserved and 
you can wander round all the rooms for free. It’s 
manned by volunteers, just like the Science centre 
and all of the interpretative centres we visit; they’re delighted to answer any 
questions and just love to explain things.  



We have lunch in the park there and despite a 
howling northerly wind we find some sheltered 
picnic tables. Now I don’t know what’s happening 
here at Newport but either there’s a blobbiness 
epidemic of worrying proportions, let’s hope it’s not 
too contagious; or it’s the Newport Blobby Society 
picnic. There’s blobbies everywhere, we’ve never 
seen so many. Based on this sample you would 
assume that the US has a 80% obesity rate. It’s just 
frightening. 

Then we drive out to Yaquina head lighthouse, a proper traditional style one. It’s in 
yet another state park and $10 buys us a 5 day pass for all the parks, good value. 
There’s a really good interpretative centre, full of interesting exhibits. Then we head 
out to the lighthouse. You can even go up to the top but the queues just too long. 
The views are stunning but the cold Alaskan breeze stops you loitering. The rocks 
out in the sea are just teaming with gulls and seals. Volunteers have set up 
telescopes so you get a better view and they explain about the geology and all the 
different birds and seals. Wendy managed to see some flying penguins, she still 
hasn’t got to grips with the habitat and now the flight capabilities of penguins – I 
really wonder whether that bald eagle she saw was a pigeon.  

The beach here is all large black pebbles – very tempted to bring some back for the 
zen garden - but it is strictly forbidden, they’re all shiny black after 1,000’s years 
being pounded by the sea. It’s very difficult to walk on. 

Finally we call in at historic NYE beach – the local 
tourist board have really managed to corrupt the 
usage of the word historic with this place, it’s not 
just poetic license it’s literary rape.  

Then joy of joy we have to go to the supermarket to 
get something for dinner. This isn’t just any old 
supermarket, this is Fred Meyers, they sell 
absolutely everything and they could do with some 
park rangers in there to guide you around and help 
you find the way out. Wendy’s eyes just light up, will we ever escape. 

In the evening it’s an excellent bottle of Pinot Noir, very fruity. I even have to hide it 
from Wendy. These Californian Pinot Noirs even beat the French wines. To end the 
day we watch, from our lounge, the sun setting over the Pacific – how romantic. 

Answer to the previous question is: The Peregrine Falcon, the air to air missile of the 
bird world, can swoop down at 200 miles per hour. Currently listed as an 
endangered species. 

Today’s question is: “How much is a cord of wood?”. 



Only In The USA 

Prescription Medicine – adverts on TV are just a nightmare but none more so than 
the adverts for prescription medicines. Yes they advertise medicines that only the 
doctor can prescribe so that your average Joe can wander into his doctors and tell 
him what treatment he requires – just think at this rate they can probably reduce 
doctor training down from 6 years to 6 months.  

But of course American society being so litigious, the real sting in the tail on these 
adverts is how much time they spend telling you of every side effect; suitability; 
contra-indications; test results. As a result the advert spends about 10% of the time 
on the drug and what it’s for and 90% on caveats and warnings. Your average drug 
advert can go on for two minutes, by which time voluntary euthanasia via an over 
dose on their product seems like a great alternative.  

 
20090720 – Marys Peak 
 

 

Monday starts off foggy but we know it’s sunny 
inland so after yet another very relaxing morning 
we set off inland to ascend Mary’s peak – the 
highest point on the West coast of Oregon. 

I’s amazing as you travel inland the temperature 
rises almost 1 degree per mile. When we leave 
sleepy hollow it’s 56 and when we get to the base 
of the peak it’s 87. It’s still very hot and sunny at 
the top of the peak where we have lunch and enjoy 

the views. You can see the mountains inland and the fog rolling in and out of the 
coastal valleys. 

We’re in bear country here but not a one in sight. The best we manage is a turkey 
vulture, a friendly grasshopper and butterflies galore. Unfortunately what we didn’t 
realise was how far inland it was, yet again fooled by the distances on the US maps. 

I’ve been giving this bear problem some thought 
and come up with a new invention – The Edwards 
Bear Scarer – very simple a giant baloon in the 
shape of a  Michelin Man, deflated of course, and 
a small compressed air gas cylinder attached. On 
encountering a bear you press a button to release 
the compressed air into the Michelin Man, that 
inflates to full 10 foot high in under 2 seconds and 
shrieks. The Bear is scared witless, defecates and 
exits stage left at a rate of knots. If it doesn’t, and 
you live to tell the story, then you get your money back on purchase. 



Then we have a pleasant evening in, spoilt only by East Enders, but at least we get 
to watch the last of the “Year In Provence” videos – gearing us up for our 
September French trip. 

Tuesday is foggy again but we’re off to Florence 
come what may.  

Visit the historic (that deformed word again) old 
town. Rather quaint but more expensive new bric a 
brac shops than you can shake a coloured glass 
walking stick at. Even includes a dog boutique. 

Call in at several bays and yet more state parks on 
the way back. See  and smell the seals basking on 
the rocks and frolicking in the sea. 

Well it’s our last day here in Waldport. The house is 
a real home from home. It’s just so relaxing here; 
watching the wildlife; hoping to see a whale pass by 
( I think they sneak by in the night); even watching 
the fog roll in and out over the sea. All very 
enchanting. Yet despite the fog and it being a tad 
cooler than we’d hoped for, we’ve had pretty good 
weather, only one day when there was no sunshine 
and not a spot of rain. 

Sadly we did not get to see the bear – perhaps some smoked salmon left on the 
decking might have helped. 

But it’s back on the road tomorrow and living out of a suitcase, but at least we 
should be heading into the higher temperatures. 

Answer to the previous question is: A cord of wood is chopped wood loosely stacked 
4ft wide by 4ft high and 8ft deep – 128 cubic feet. Costs about $150 and if you 
relied on it for your heating you would probably need about 5 cords a year – or if 
you live with Wendy then at least 10 cords per year. 

Today’s question is: “What is Salt Water Taffy?”. 

Only In The USA 

Dog Lovers – I’ve already had my rant about shops selling expensive new bric a brac 
and other items that we don’t really need but in the nation of dog lovers there is yet 
another, more money than sense, excess. Yes it’s the excesses they go to for their 
dogs. We have dog boutiques that sell everything a dog couldn’t possibly want 
including clothes, nappies, goggles, shoes and dresses. Then we have organic dog 
food. Self clean dog wash parlors a bit like a do it yourself car wash. But the one 
that takes the dog biscuit has to be the holistic dog day care centre, where you can 



drop your pouch off whilst you go to work. I haven’t worked out yet whether they 
actually have a range of these catering for the different ages; from the dog nursery 
for puppies; day care for the adult dog; through to eldery dog day centres, complete 
with basket weaving and even catering for drooling boxers. What a way to make a 
fast buck.   

This post was published to Tony &amp; Wendy's Travel Blog at 05:17:36 25/07/2009 

20090722 – The Sedgeway Experience 
 

 

Wednesday – we finally depart the coast and leave 
the fog behind us. We’re off down to Medford in 
Southern Oregon and after 100 miles we’re into 
clear blue skys and soaring temperatures. It takes 
about 4 hours so we get there at lunch time, unlike 
the French every where is open. After checking in 
we set off to Jacksonville – thankfully nothing to do 
with the late and constantly on our TV screens, 
Micheal. 

Jacksonville is an old gold mining town with lots of 
historic – that word again but at least it is historic 
on a US scale, right back to 1850’s – old bulidings 
and some stunning new homes built in keeping 
with the place. They rent Sedgeways out here and 
like a child I’ve been mythering too go on one, so 
we finally do it. If you don’t know what they are 
then the photograph should help. We get a 20 
minute induction and some crash helmets. Then 
we’re off on our own to tour the town. We start 
off by visiting the cemetery and then once we’re confident we’re off downtown. 
They’re fantastic, they just manage to stay upright and the slightest tilt on your toes 
backwards or forwards moves you forwards or backwards. Backwards is the only 
way to stop them. 

It’s absolutely sweltering 100 degrees. 

Thursday – we set off down to Reno. It’s just 
glorious clear blue skys all the way and then when 
we get to Reno it 96 but half the hotel car park is 
under a black cloud and our half is in clear blue sky. 
The drive down was fantastic through some 
fabolous scenery and the rest area we stopped at 
was unbelievable, right out in the wilds, but no 
bears. 

Answer to the previous question is: Salt water taffy 
is a soft toffy originally produced and marketed in 



the Atlantic City, New Jersey, area beginning in the late 19th century. Despite the 
name it does not contain salt water. 

Today’s question is: “What state is Las Vegas in?”. 

Only In The USA 

Job Creation US Style – let’s consider road works that reduce traffic from two lanes 
to one how many people does it require. Well you need a person to stand about 500 
yards out to wave a flag at traffic to slow them down – the  flagger. Then you need 
someone to  stop the traffic – the stopper. But of course you need tow of each as 
the traffic is two ways. Then on some of the road works you need a pilot car with 
“Follow Me” on the back to lead you through the road works, and on some road 
works you’d better have two pilot cars. In case your math is not too good that 5 – 6 
people doing a mind shattering boring job, and that’s 24 hours a day. Now I know 
the average American may not be the brightest navigator in the wagon train. But 
come on, two sets of warning lights and traffic lights and trust that they can 
navigate down a single lane without getting lost.     

Letter to Arnold 

Now I now you’ve had your hands full rustling up a few dollars to keep the state 
from going under but I’ve got a little job for you. Pop down to the Home Depot and 
buy a pot of white paint and a quarter inch paint brush. Then drive down I5 to the 
Reno turn off, it’s the one with the Mcloud sign, and add the word Reno to the sign. 
Then for good measure I suggest you drive the rest of the way and add the word 
Reno to all the signs. 

While you’re at it paint out all those signs to Klamouth Falls. Just how much are they 
paying to have every road sign in a 200 mile radius point to them?  

Oh and why does California have border control, with those very nice and friendly 
people, stopping every vehicle to see if they have any plants or produce. Other 
states don’t bother but then perhaps they understand what “United” States mean. 
Even bloody Europe has abolished border controls – except of course for the UK but 
then we’re not, or never will really be part, of that rabble. So improve all the signs to 
Reno and those nice border control people won’t need to waste time explaining how 
to get to Reno because the signs are crap. You could save a few salaries and reduce 
carbon emissions from the queues into California. 

Regards 

Tony 

PS 



If you nip over to the UK we have some wonderful portable traffic lights and warning 
signs that operate 24 * 7 without any employees – yet more savings to help with the 
deficit. 

 
 
 



 
This post was published to Tony &amp; Wendy's Travel Blog at 18:15:51 28/07/2009 

20090726 – YOSMITE HAS BLACK BEARS 
 

 

20090724 – Reno And Virginia City 
 

 

Friday – its 80 degrees clear blue sky at 08:00 in the 
morning. After the crapest hotel breakfast so far we 
set off for downtown Reno, with expectations of a mini 
Las Vegas. How wrong we we’re. Yes there are the 
dens of inequity where people withh more money than 
sense are throwing money into slot machines as if 
there is no tomorrow, but the town is centred around 
the lovely Truckee River. There are parks complete 
with a free live lunchtime jazz concert; town squares / 

stages and the river is just like a Disney lazy river with rapids to swim and ride in. It’s 
full of kids and adults enjoying it and bathing; canoeists testing themselves against the 
rapids; people body surfing down the rapids; peole lazing on the banks of the river. It’s 
such an amazing and ideal river experience that I wonder whether it was artificially 
created.  

The many foot bridges are adorned with flowers, there’s free parking everywhere and 
it’s immaculately clean. I suppose one note of worry is female Sherrifes and they’re 
armed. 

After lunch by the river we set off to the largest den of inequity – Circus Circus – it’s 
massive complete with it’s own mono rail system, but generally the casinos here are not 
on the Las Vegas scale. At least this place has a fun fair type booths for the kids and 
families with free hourly entertainment and shows such as juggling etc. 

Saturday – same clear blue sky weather. Having learnt our lesson from yesterday we 
nip dow for a $9.99 buffet breakfast at Circus Circus. Great value you can get almost 
anything and as usual it’s eat as much as you want. However there are that many 
blobbies that eating puts the fear of god into you. $9.99 for two letuuce leafs and a 
coffee! 

 

Excellent example of customer service seen on a sign in a 1850’s Virginia City 
brothel "Customers come first". Even in those days they had the right approach. 
 
Circus circus sick 
 
Women sherrifs bad enough but with guns 
 

 

 



Sunday – another clear blue sky day and very hot. 
After breakfast we take a stroll down to the beach 
on Lake Tahoe. Just want to take a few pictures 
before we set off for Mammouth Mountain. The 
gready little fast buck merchants want to charge us 
$5 each just to go on the beach – not likely. 

We set off across several mountain passes and 
drive down to Mammouth Mountain, it’s only about 
200 miles but has some stunning scenery. 

Mammouth is a ski resort so I can’t resist going up to the ski base just to see what 
it’s like in summer. It’s full of mountain bikers and has some stunning scenery. But 
it’s just the one mountain and the skiing looks limited. We neaarly skied here one 
year but I’m glad we didn’t, after 3 days you’d be bored with it and there’s no local 
alternarives. 

In the evening we go in search of a pub for a spot 
of people watching as the weather is brilliant yet 
again. Now the ski complex downtown is lovely, 
theres a free movie on tonight in ski town square 
and there are people sat outside cafes having a 
good time but there is only one very soulless 
street bar? 
 
 
Monday – clear blue sky. Today’s one of the 
highlights of the holiday, a day in Yosemite. We’re staying on the Eastern side so 
first we have to drive across it to the valley on the West side. On the way over we 
finally get our holiday wish and see an American black bear (or not always black but 
sometimes brown or even gold). This one was cinnamon coloured and came 
lumbering across the road, no green cross code but at least he had the sense to 
move fast. Just two seconds sooner and he'd have bounced through the windscreen 
and sat on our laps. A fantastic site, but sadly no time for a photo as he scampered 
off into the woods. 

 
The vistas going across the park are fantastic, but 
we ain't seen nothing yet. It’s a good job we stayed 
on the East side as we got to drive all the way 
across Yosemite, whereas most people just get to 
visit the valley. You could easily spend the day just 
on exploring some of the key sites on the drive 
across. 
 
The valley has all the famous world heritage sites, 

it's truly awesome. Words do not do it justice and despite being peak season it's not 
too crowded or spoilt. Of course if you really want to get away from it all then you 
can walk off into the wilderness. The valley has a great visitors centre, free parking 
and free shuttle bus. We set of for a short walk up to the Yosemite Creek waterfalls 



and then do a walk up to mirror lake where we get 
stunning views of half dome. There we have our 
picnic lunch by the lake complete with woodpeckers, 
squirrels, deer and other tourists. A well needed 
rest, as it's 103 degrees. 
 
After that it's the village centre shops, coffee and 
then the visitors centre for a tour of the exhibits, an 
Indian village and a excellent film about Yosemite. 
 
Then after a 10 hour day it's a sightseeing drive out down to our Hotel in Merced. 

Answer to the previous question is: The popular long running American TV series 
was Bonanza based around the Cartwright family on the Ponderosa ranch just 
outside Virginia City. 

Today’s question is: “What type of rock forms the basis of the majority of 
Yosemite?”. 

Only In The USA 

Road Signs – they are mad when it comes to road signs. You have a four way dual 
carriage, with a 3rd turn left lane, Stop with traffic lights flashing red to warn you 
but not actually in use. You have to remember which one of 7 * 3 21 vehicles came 
1st, 2nd 3rd etc. Get a round about. Then you have speed signs changing every 100 
yards 70, 65, 60, 55, 50, 45. But the classic is when you come out of town and it 
says “End of 25 MPH”, rather than a simple sign saying %% MPH. Oh no that 
usually come half a mile later.  
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Tuesday – we set off towards San Francisco. 
Weathers clear blue sky and in the 90’s. 

 
On the way to our hotel we call in at Berkley 
and have a pleasant stroll around the 
university. Stunning grounds and buildings, 
definitely wasted on the young. 

  

By the time we get to our hotel at 17:00 the 
weather in SF is cloudy and mid 60’s. That 
dam sea fog again. In the evening we go 
down to Fishermans Wharf – yet again – to 
but some tee-shirts and have a final lobster 
tails dinner on the wharf. San alcohol I 
might add as I have to drive back to the 
hotel. 

 

Wednesday – it’s up early to catch our flight. Everything in /out of Newark 
is delayed because of rain. But the good news is we get on an earlier 
flight. Wendy was downing pills and brandy as we ran the gate. To top it 
all she spilt brandy down herself and stunk of brandy. Much good did it do 
us as the flight to Manchester was 3 hours late. Oh the joys of travel. 

 

What have we learnt then: 
 
America is still as big and bold as ever. 

Over 32% of the people are obese. We are talking seriously fat. 

Cost of hotels, food and clothes is cheaper and with a better choice than 
at home. Petrol still remains as cheap as chips. 

Everyone is very friendly and the place is so much nicer than home. 

The lack of any form of lane discipline makes driving on the Freeways fast 
and furious. A nightmare.  

The west coast from SF all the way up through Oregon is plagued with 
sea fog. 

Portland is a fantastic city. 

Reno is an impressive little town despite the casinos. 

Yosemite is awesome. Words cannot describe it. 

We finally got to see a black bear. 



They’re full of confidence and bluster with a belief that they’re the best in 
the world, yet the airports are still bought to a standstill because of a rag 
head that lives in a cave. 
 
Yet despite it all, including the sea fog, it’s been a great month. We’re 
glad we did it. I don’t think we’ll ever visit the Pacific Northwest again, 
including SF, but it was all worth it. We’ve driven 4,500 mile, seen a lot 
and enjoyed it, but next summer I think we’ll do somewhere warmer. I 
really fancy Utah and Colorado but Wendy thinks we’ve seen enough with 
our skiing there. Perhaps it’ll be the deep south, but certainly not in 
summer. 

 

Answer to the previous question is: The majority of rock in Yosemite is 
granite.  

 

It’s good bye from us for now. We’ve got to survive a month in the 
Belthorn - someone has to live there. Then it’s back to France at the end 
of August, no doubt we’ll have some comments to add to our blog then. 

 

 

 
 
 


